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prices result from responses





 econometrics: statistical analysis of price returns
 econophysics: physical modeling of many-trader interactions
提案
 replace tting time series models (maximum likelihood, Bayesian statistics)
with energy minimalisation of a 2D Ising lattice via Simulated Annealing
 assume a 2D lattice with N binary nodes Si 2 f 1; 1g, i = 1 : : : N
 a vector of current prots/losses pi for all nodes, updated after each tick
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take pro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;
where Ni denotes the local neighbourhood of the ith node, ; ;  > 0 and
 > .
重要な点：時間の流れはトレードの出来高に従って適用する。
1 Monte Carlo step = 1 data tick (non-linear)
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J a n F e b M a r A p r M a y
２０１１年のドル/円相場である。 Volume (bottom chart) expressed in
terms of the number of trades per 24-hour time interval.
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